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Voters approved an $18M capital project January 17, 2017. That capital project features four priority areas
that are project cornerstones: (1) enhancements to various educational program spaces; (2) traffic safety
improvements; (3) athletic field upgrades; and (4) infrastructure updates.
Summer 2018 capital project work focuses on improvements to the main campus entrance, bus loop and
some parking areas. Additional sidewalks are being constructed as part of traffic safety improvement. That
capital project work includes improvements to the drainage systems associated with those areas.
This capital project work launched mid‐July 2018. As of today, the work is on schedule to provide for school
buses to make use of the re‐constructed bus loop on the first day of classes for students September 2018.

NYSEG REMOVED OUTDATED POWER POLES THIS WEEK
Provided below are the trucks of NYSEG’s power pole crew that removed various outdated power poles from
the front of the main campus this week. Removal of those outdated power poles enables site construction
work to move further ahead. Site contractors can now ago about additional site construction work, as per
plan.

This report continues on the next page.
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THIS PROJECT’S TRAFFIC SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
1. A clearer pathway for pedestrians and for drivers;
2. Prominent, clearly designated and high‐visibility crossing points for pedestrians;
3. Improvements to parking areas as part of traffic safety.

CONCRETE CURB CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY
Concrete curb construction launched yesterday. The concrete construction crew using their curb production
machine is pictured below. Behind the yellow curb production machine is the cement mixer truck that feeds
cement into the curb production machine. The new curbs are another part of providing a clearer pathway for
drivers and pedestrians when they are in close proximity to the school entrance, bus loop or parking areas.

Each day of concrete construction, an employee of Atlantic Testing Laboratories (ATL) is on the job site,
examining and testing the cement that is delivered to the job site by the cement mixer trucks. Doing so is an
important part of quality control. Here’s a practical example: The amount of moisture in cement intended for
concrete sidewalk construction is greater than the amount of moisture in cement intended for concrete curb
construction.
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STONE SUB-BASE BEING LEVELED IN PREPARATION FOR
BUS LOOP PAVEMENT
Pictured below is a bulldozer leveling stone that will be compacted and serve as the sub‐base for the bus loop
pavement. The paving of the bus loop is currently scheduled to start at some point during the later part of
next week.

And pictured for you below is a segment of the bus loop sub‐base that is partially leveled. The individual with
the bright safety vest is the surveyor, who is consulting with the operator of the bulldozer.
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VIBRATORY COMPACTOR INCREASES DENSITY OF SUB-BASE
Pictured below is the large vibratory compactor used by our site construction crew earlier this week to
compact the ground, part of this site construction project. That large vibratory compactor can also be used for
compacting stone, as part of leveling the stone sub‐base for the bus loop.
Behind the vibratory compactor (to the left) is a larger excavator, with a smaller excavator (to the right).

BUSY JOB SITE
Pictured below is the concrete construction crew, placing cement in a “form” earlier today.

This report is the second in what’s intended to be a series of capital project weekly reports, offering you facts
and updates regarding capital project work underway.
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